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12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, Abak environments are durable for long-term performance and value. As a statement of
our confidence in its quality, Abak is covered by the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward promise that we stand
behind that quality 100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and includes labor on all 
warranty work.

distribution paths: power      data      

access zone cladding

L Abak™ Environments

power, voice, and data delivery
Abak provides convenient access to power and data and 
efficient cable management.

When a raised floor or floor monuments deliver power and data,
flexible configurations of freestanding desks can furnish open
spaces. Vertical cable managers route cables from the floor to the
underside of a work surface. Cable channels, holders, and hooks
manage cables horizontally along the underside of a surface.

With a performance wall, receptacles and data ports can be
above or below the work surface. Access zone power harnesses
behind access zone cladding distribute power above the surface;
a flip-up door in the cladding gives access to power and data 
outlets. Power harnesses with lower cladding provide access 
to external outlets below the surface; with 8-inch-high utility
cladding, access is above the surface.
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lower cladding
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ready for the world
By combining progressive design, light scale, and attention to detail, Abak 
environments bring international appeal to high-performance desking systems. 
With its concise set of versatile components that allow for horizontal nonmodular 
planning, Abak creates environments for different applications throughout a facility 
for people doing different kinds of work. Based on a popular design that has been
proven in Europe and Asia for over 10 years, Abak is now available in North America. 
Not only can Abak meet organizational requirements, it also can adapt easily to reflect
regional preferences so a company can standardize on a single product line in all 
its locations, all over the world. 

light and elegant
Abak opens up new aesthetic opportunities
for desk-based environments. Components,
colors, and materials blend to establish
Abak’s horizontal theme. Translucent and
reflective materials make a space feel larger
and more open. And with its slender profile
and light scale, Abak allows the architecture
to take center stage.

powerful performance wall
The performance wall delivers power and data to workstations,
defines space, and supports components. The wall comes 
in 3 heights (38, 46, and 62 inches) and 3 widths (36, 42, 
and 48 inches). Cladding can be painted, fabric covered, 
marker, or tackable.

translucent screens
To define space and add privacy, Abak’s lightweight screens can
be freestanding, beam-attached, or atop a performance wall.
Screens let light penetrate to help maintain an open feel. 

twin-beam understructure
Abak’s flexibility starts at its foundation—its sturdy steel 
beams. Beams connect at 90 or 120 degrees for traditional 
or organic configurations. Legs attach to the beams, and the
beams support surfaces, screens, and the performance wall. 

freestanding or attached desks
Desk surfaces come in six shapes and a range of widths. 
When Abak is freestanding, desks can outfit private offices, 
support teamwork in a project room, or form large meeting 
surfaces. When attached to a performance wall, Abak creates
open-plan desking environments. Legs can be height adjustable.
A large palette of colors and finishes is available, including six
laminates and eight Geiger® veneers. Surfaces can have squared
or profile edges.

integrated storage
For versatile, at-hand filing and storage, Herman Miller’s
Meridian® products in complementary finishes work well 
with Abak.

versatile platform
Abak components can be combined in multiple ways to make freestanding desks, 
linear configurations, meeting tables, or desking-system workspaces. It’s so flexible, 
it supports individual work and collaboration anywhere, from private offices to conference 
rooms to open-plan environments. Abak’s simple kit of components makes it easy to specify, 
install, and manage.

Nonmodular Frame Finished End Top Rail Lower Cladding Utility Cladding Access Zone Cladding Tackable, Marker, Privacy Screen
or Fascia Cladding Top Rail Attached

Rectangular Surface Curvilinear Surface Concave Corner Surface 120-Degree Surface Round Surface Rectangular Peninsula Surface

Primary Beam Right-Angle 120-Degree Beam Beam-Attached - Support Leg/Bracket Frame/Beam Secondary Support Kit
Extension Beam Double Leg Attached Leg

Surface-Attached Leg Beam-Attached Standing Screen Vertical Cable Beam-Attached Beam-Attached Beam-Attached
Screen Manager Cable Holder Cable Channel Cable Hooks
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